
In Part 1, you will install an RPKI Validator. There are a few validators available, and in this section, there are
steps for installing the Fort Validator. For more detail about installing other validators refer to the APNIC blog -
https://blog.apnic.net/2019/10/28/how-to-installing-an-rpki-validator/

Routinator 3000 is a routing security initiative by NLnet Labs, for more information refer to
https://www.nlnetlabs.nl/projects/rpki/routinator/

In this lab, we will install the routinator validator. Routinator is a Relying Party written in Rust.

The steps to complete this section are:

SSH to the server
Update software
Install required software
Install Routinator validator
Update RPKI cache

Login Details

Username apnic  and password training .

Preinstalled packages

To save time, the following essential packages have been preinstalled on the containers:

curl

wget

GCC (GNU C toolchain)

rsync
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For this lab, we will use Routinator from NLnetLabs as the relying party or the RPKI validator.

1. Login to the server (SSH using the username and password given above), where X is your group number:

ssh apnic@192.168.30.X

NOTE: Type yes  if asked about wanting to continue connecting

Password = training

2. Update the repository

sudo apt update && sudo apt -y dist-upgrade

To install the dependencies:

sudo apt-get install -y nano curl gcc wget rsync build-essential

https://github.com/NLnetLabs/routinator


3. Run the following curl  command which will download a script that downloads rustup  and installs
rust

curl --proto '=https' --tlsv1.2 -sSf https://sh.rustup.rs | sh

curl Options

-f : fail silently (HTTP)

-sS : show errors if it fails

Follow the onscreen instructions to install Rust and use the default suggestion by typing 1

4. Make sure to set the PATH environment variable as shown in the onscreen instruction:

source $HOME/.cargo/env



5. Now we will use cargo  (the rust package manager) to install Routinator.

cargo install --locked routinator

NOTE: If an error occurs, try installing a previous version by using the command
cargo install --force routinator --version 0.8.3



6. Initiate the new routinator. This will prepare both the directory for the local RPKI cache, as well as the
directory where the Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) files reside.

routinator init --accept-arin-rpa

Note: The extra parameter means that you agree to the ARIN Relying Party Agreement (RPA). Make sure
to read the agreement at https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf before proceeding.

7. Confirm the five Trust Anchor Locator (TAL) files exist.

ls .rpki-cache/tals/

8. View the contents of the APNIC TAL file.

more .rpki-cache/tals/apnic.tal

9. To get an overview of all available TALs use the --list-tals  option.

routinator init --list-tals

Note: New in version 0.9 are the following commands:

--list-tals
--rir-tals,

https://www.arin.net/resources/manage/rpki/rpa.pdf


--rir-test-tals
--tal
--skip-tal

10. View the current/default configuration of routinator.

routinator config



11. As a test run, use the following command to pull all the validated ROA payloads. Please note that this
sync process may take some time.

routinator -v vrps



Note: There may be some messages about validation falied or other types of error messages. These
can be ignored.

Once the update has finished, a list of Autonomous System Numbers (ASN), IP Prefix,Max Length and
Trust Anchor will be displayed.



rsyncing from rsync://repository.lacnic.net/rpki/.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.afrinic.net/repository/.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.apnic.net/repository/.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.ripe.net/ta/.
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/ta: The RIPE NCC Certification Repository is subject to Ter
ms and Conditions
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/ta: See http://www.ripe.net/lir-services/ncc/legal/certific
ation/repository-tc
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/ta:
Found valid trust anchor rsync://rpki.ripe.net/ta/ripe-ncc-ta.cer. Processing.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.ripe.net/repository/.
Found valid trust anchor rsync://rpki.afrinic.net/repository/AfriNIC.cer. Process
ing.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.arin.net/repository/.
Found valid trust anchor rsync://rpki.arin.net/repository/arin-rpki-ta.cer. Proce
ssing.
Found valid trust anchor rsync://rpki.apnic.net/repository/apnic-rpki-root-iana-o
rigin.cer. Processing.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.apnic.net/member_repository/.
Found valid trust anchor rsync://repository.lacnic.net/rpki/lacnic/rta-lacnic-rpk
i.cer. Processing.
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/repository: The RIPE NCC Certification Repository is subjec
t to Terms and Conditions
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/repository: See http://www.ripe.net/lir-services/ncc/legal/
certification/repository-tc
rsync://rpki.ripe.net/repository:
rsyncing from rsync://rpkica.twnic.tw/rpki/.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki-repository.nic.ad.jp/ap/.
rsyncing from rsync://rpki.cnnic.cn/rpki/.
Summary:
afrinic: 338 valid ROAs, 459 VRPs.
lacnic: 2435 valid ROAs, 7042 VRPs.
apnic: 3186 valid ROAs, 21934 VRPs.
ripe: 10780 valid ROAs, 56907 VRPs.
arin: 4964 valid ROAs, 6621 VRPs.
ASN,IP Prefix,Max Length,Trust Anchor
AS43289,2a03:f80:373::/48,48,ripe
AS14464,131.109.128.0/17,17,arin
AS17806,114.130.5.0/24,24,apnic
AS59587,151.232.192.0/21,21,ripe
AS13335,172.68.30.0/24,24,arin
AS6147,190.40.0.0/14,24,lacnic
...



12. The above command can also be used to write the output to a file using the -o  output option.

routinator -v vrps -o routinator.csv

View the first 10 rows of the routinator.csv file.

head routinator.csv

13. View the files that have been cached.



ls .rpki-cache/
ls .rpki-cache/repository/
ls .rpki-cache/repository/rsync/
ls .rpki-cache/repository/stored/

14. To check the RPKI origin validation status of BGP announcment, use the validate  option.

routinator validate --noupdate --asn 135533 --prefix 61.45.248.0/24 

To get the results in json format add --json  option to the command

routinator validate --noupdate --asn 135533 --prefix 61.45.248.0/24 --json



15. View the routinator help.

routinator --help

16. In addition to the various validated ROA payloads (VRPs) output formats, Routinator’s HTTP server also
provides a user interface, an API, monitoring and logging endpoints. To start the HTTP server use the
following command:

routinator server --http 192.168.30.XX:8080

Note: Replace XX with the allocated group number. This service is intended to run on the internal network



and doesn’t offer HTTPS natively

17. To view the VRP in JSON format authorising AS135533. Open a new terminal window and type the
following command:

curl http://192.168.30.XX:8080/json?select-asn=135533

18. The HTTP server can also be used to view status and other metrics.

curl --silent http://192.168.30.XX:8080/status | more



To view the metrics

curl --silent http://192.168.30.XX:8080/metrics | more

19. Use Firefox and browse to the routinator HTTP server http://192.168.30.XX:8080



Note: Browse the web interface, then search for ASN: 135533 Prefix: 61.45.248.0/24

If accessing the lab remotely, a SSH tunnel will be required to access the routinator HTTP server. On your
local machine open a new terminal window and to start the tunnel type the following:

ssh -L 8080:192.168.30.XX:8080 apnic@202.125.97.YY

XX = group number YY = jumphost number

Once connected on the local machine open a browser and go to http://127.0.0.1:8080

Go back to the terminal window where the routinator's HTTP server is running and stop the server by
pressing ctrl+c



20. Optional - Export the Routinator's ROA payload outputs ready for comparison with the another validator's
output.

Remove the Trust Anchor column

cut -d, -f4 --complement routinator.csv > rout_trimmed.csv

Sort the output

sort rout_trimmed.csv > rout_sorted.csv

To sort the file, and ignore the header row

cat rout_trimmed.csv | { head -n 1 ; sort; } > rout_sorted.csv

21. Optional - Compare ROA output with the another validator's output.

Compare the output from Fort validator



diff -u fort_sorted.csv rout_sorted.csv

NOTE: Now your validator is ready to feed the validated cache to BGP speaking routers through the
RTR (RPKI-to-Router) protocol.

Routinator can act as an RTR server, to allow RPKI enabled routers to connect to it and fetch the validated
cache (ROA cache).

IANA has specified a standard port 323  for RTR, which would require running Routinator as a root.
To run Routinator as a RTR server listening on 192.168.30.X  (where X is your group number) and
port 3323 :

routinator server --rtr 192.168.30.X:3323 --refresh=900 --detach

If you dont specify the refresh time, by default the local repo will be updated and re-validated every 1
hour (as per RFC8210). The example above uses a 15 minutes (900secs)  refresh time

Note: If you have IPv6 address configured on routinator, you can listen on both:

routinator server --rtr 192.168.30.X:3323 --rtr [2001:0DB8::X]:3323 --refresh=900
 --detach

Confirm that routinator is running. Verify using the following commands:

ps aux | grep routinator
netstat -tulnp | grep 3323

End of Lab
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